Abstract. The measure-preserving transformation T acts on a Lebesgue space (M, ¿8, ¡j) which is also a G-space for a compact separable group G. It is proved that if the factor-transformation on the space of G-orbits has completely positive entropy and a certain condition regarding the relations between the actions of G and T is satisfied, then T weakly mixing implies T has completely positive entropy.
Introduction. It is very useful to know that a measure-preserving transformation Thas completely positive entropy; if this is the case, then Tis mixing of all orders ; if, in addition, T is invertible, then T is a Kolmogorov automorphism. An account of all this can be found in Rohlin's survey article [3] . The present paper considers completely positive entropy when the basic measure space (M, 38, p) is also a G-space for a compact separable group G. To be precise, the following theorem is proved : Theorem A. Let T be a measure-preserving transformation of a Lebesgue space (A7, 3$, p) which is also a G-space for a compact separable group G. If T satisfies the following conditions:
(i) T is weakly mixing (has continuous spectrum, see [4, p. 39] ) ; (ii) T o-commutes with G-action, i.e. Tg = og-T for all g in G, where a is a group endomorphism of G onto G (see §2) ; (iii) Ti(G) has completely positive entropy (see §1), then T has completely positive entropy.
This theorem "lifts" the property of having completely positive entropy from the factor-transformation Taa) on the space of G-orbits to the transformation T itself. The concepts and notation used in stating the theorem will be considered in more detail in § §1 and 2; the proof is given in § §3 and 4 and §5 considers some applications.
An immediate corollary of Theorem A is that an ergodic group endomorphism has completely positive entropy (see §5.1). This result was finally proved by Juzvinskiï [1] in 1965, the abelian case having been proved by Rohlin [2] the previous year. The present result is a generalization; it can be applied to automorphisms of nilmanifolds for example (see §5.3). Also the proof given is more direct. In particular, Juzvinskiï's "Addition Theorem" is not needed. The latter is however an interesting result in its own right and a further paper will be published giving a generalization and modified proof of it.
Much use is made of Rohlin's and Juzvinskiï's work. Their technique of breaking down a group into sequences of factor-groups, on which "elementary" types of endomorphisms are induced, is employed. Some results on the structure of compact groups are quoted directly: proofs of these are given in an appendix as most readers will find the originals rather inaccessible.
I should like to express my gratitude to Dr. W. Parry for his supervision of this work.
1. Entropy theory. It will be assumed that the reader is acquainted with the entropy theory of measure-preserving transformations. The purpose of the brief summary given below is to clarify notation and to state results needed later; all references are to Rohlin's survey article [3] .
1.1. Lebesgue spaces and partitions. The fundamental measure space (M, âiï, p.) is a Lebesgue space (normalized so that p.(M) = 1), i.e. the nonatomic part of (M, 3d, p) is measure-theoretically point isomorphic to the unit interval with Lebesgue sets and measure. All partitions of M will be assumed to be measurable. A partition £ generates a subalgebra | of â? and, conversely, an arbitrary subalgebra i is generated by a unique partition | (uniqueness, equality, etc. are all considered mod 0). The space M\£ consisting of elements of £ together with i and p. restricted to | is also a Lebesgue space.
The set of partitions is partially ordered by putting f ^rj if i^rj; e denotes the maximal partition, i.e. the partition of M into distinct points, and v denotes the minimal partition, i.e. the trivial partition whose only element is M itself. For a sequence of partitions £1; f2,..., f\n $n denotes the largest partition i such that £^ $n for all n and Vn £« denotes the smallest partition r¡ such that r¡^ |n for all n.
1.2. Transformations. For a measure-preserving transformation T and a partition f, T'1^ denotes the partition whose elements are the inverse images of the elements of Ç. f is said to be /-invariant if /_1f ^£ and to be completely /-invariant if T_1i = i. If £ is /"-invariant, then T induces a measure-preserving factortransformation Tt on Ml£. Tt is invertible if and only if £ is completely /-invariant.
For any measure-preserving transformation /, there exists a unique maximal completely /-invariant partition a(Z) = A¿°= o T~ne [3, §3.5]. Clearly, Ta is invertible.
1.3. Completely positive entropy. The entropy of a measure-preserving transformation /is denoted by h(T) [3, §9] . In the set of partitions {£ : h(T()=0} there exists a maximal partition ir(T) known as Pinsker's partition [3, §11.5]. h(Tv) = 0 if and only if r¡^ir(T); n(T) is completely /"-invariant and so n(T)^a (T); for any integer nfcl, ir(Tn)=ir(T), and if Tis invertible, ■n(T-1)=rr(T).
Tis said to have completely positive entropy ifTr(T) = v or, equivalently, if every nontrivial factor-transformation has positive entropy.
If fiá ía^ ■ • • is an increasing sequence of /"-invariant partitions such that Vn fn = e and Ttn has completely positive entropy for all «, then T has completely positive entropy [3, §13.4].
1.4. Bernoulli automorphisms. An important example of a class of transformations having completely positive entropy is given now. The measure space M is the direct product of a two-way infinite sequence of copies of a Lebesgue space X known as the state space. A point of M is given by a sequence {xn}™ m and / is defined by T{xn} = {yn}, where yn = xn+1. This system is known as a Bernoulli automorphism. Of particular interest in the present paper is the case where A is a compact separable group ; M is then a compact separable group also and T is a group automorphism. Such a system is known as a Bernoulli group automorphism. All Bernoulli automorphisms have completely positive entropy [3, §13.10].
1.5. Automorphisms of tori. A necessary and sufficient condition for an endomorphism a of a compact group to be ergodic is that t/io-n should not be equivalent to CTj for every irreducible unitary representation U¡ of the group apart from the constant representation U0 [4, p. 54] . In particular, an ergodic group endomorphism has a continuous spectrum.
When er is an automorphism of a finite-dimensional torus, o can be represented as a matrix A with integer entries and determinant ±1. The ergodicity condition becomes: A is ergodic if and only if A has no roots of unity as eigenvalues. Sinai [5] and Arov [6] 
a.e. for all g, h in G and x in M; (ii) e-x=x a.e., where e is the identity of G; (iii) the representation g-> Ug induced on L2(M) by/(x)-s-/(g_1-x) = Ugf(x) is continuous, i.e. for/ « in L2(M), J" Ugfh dp is a continuous function from G to C.
As g is measure-preserving, Ug is unitary and so g -> Ug is a continuous unitary representation of G.
2.2. Orbit partitions. Suppose that (M, 3ÏÏ, p) is a G-space as above and that H is a subgroup of G. The 77-orbit partition 1(H) of M is defined to be the partition A subgroup H of G is said to be a-invariant if oH^ H and to be completely a-
If His a <T-invariant closed normal subgroup of G, then M¡Í(H) is also a G-space; in fact, it is a G///-space as H acts trivially on M¡1(H). For such an H, Ttlm <70/H-commutes with G/Zz-action on M¡1(H), where oGIH denotes the endomorphism induced in G¡H by a.
If H is a completely cr-invariant closed subgroup of G, then Za^-commutes with //-action, where oH denotes the restriction of a to H. If / is invertible, then ZC(G) is invertible also.
only necessary to consider cases where v(T) = e, T is invertible and a is a group automorphism. Then it is shown that it is possible to build up the proof in "steps" using factor groups of G. Finally, the work of Rohlin and Juzvinskil is used to show that G can be broken down in such a way that the steps need only be one of four types. The result of all this is that it is sufficient to prove Theorem A for four "elementary" types of group automorphism o. The elementary automorphisms are (i) an automorphism of a finite group, (ii) an automorphism of a finite-dimensional torus, (hi) an automorphism of a simple Lie group, (iv) a Bernoulli group automorphism. 3.1. Assuming that n(T) = e.
Lemma. If T o-commutes with G-action on M, n(T) is G-invariant and 7C(G) has completely positive entropy, then G acts ergodically on M/tt(T).
Proof. Let £(G, n) be the G-orbit partition of M¡tt(T). By §1.3, «(/;(G>;I)) = 0 (since
showing that TKGM is a factor-transformation of TKG) and so has completely positive entropy. Hence UG, it) = v, i.e. G acts ergodically on Mj-rriT).
Suppose now that T satisfies the conditions of Theorem A and that 7r (7) is Ginvariant. The weakly mixing property of /carries over to Tn; 7" <r-commutes with G-action on M/tr(T); by the last lemma, 7C(G|") is trivial (and so has completely positive entropy), i.e. Tn satisfies the requirements of Theorem A. It remains to prove that n(T) = v or, equivalently, M/tt(T) is trivial (consists of a single atom).
So when it has been established that tt(T) is G-invariant, only M/n(T) is considered; M is replaced by M/niT), /by Tn. In other words, in the original formulation of Theorem A, it is assumed that tt(T) = e.
3.2. Reduction to invertible transformation and group automorphism. Assume that /satisfies the conditions of Theorem A and let P be any set in (/_1e)^ : P=T~1Q, where Q is some set in 38. Clearly,gP=T~\og-Q) and so gP e (T~1e)~. It follows that T~1e is G-invariant. For « in the closed normal subgroup <r_1e, hP=P and so <r_1e acts trivially on M/T~1e. Similarly, T~ne is G-invariant and a~ne acts trivially on M¡T~nE. Consequently, <*(/) = A"=o T'ne is G-invariant and the closed normal subgroup F=cl (U"=i °~ne) acts trivially on M/a(T).
As 7t(Z) á a(7), / has completely positive entropy if and only if Ta has and so it is sufficient to consider the invertible transformation /", CTG/i-commuting with G/F-action on M/a(T); oG¡F being a group automorphism.
3.3. Replacing T and a by Tn and an. If / satisfies the conditions of Theorem A, then Tn (« a positive integer) will satisfy these conditions also but with an in place of a. As n(Tn) = Tr(T), T and a can always be replaced by Tn and an.
Similarly, if /is invertible and a is an automorphism, /and a can be replaced by Z"1 anda"1.
3.4. Proof extension. Assume that /satisfies the conditions of Theorem A.
(i) Proof by steps. Suppose that G contains a completely a-invariant closed normal subgroup H; 1(H) is both Z-and G-invariant. Tum is weakly mixing and crG/i/-commutes with G///-action on M¡t,(H). So if aGIH is a type of endomorphism for which Theorem A has been proved, then application gives: TKH) has completely positive entropy.
Z aH-commutes with //-action on M and Tam has completely positive entropy. If now aH is also a type of endomorphism for which Theorem A has been proved, then application gives: Zhas completely positive entropy.
Thus Theorem A for a follows if Theorem A has been proved for the two "steps" aaiH and oH.
This technique can clearly be extended to a finite number of steps : if G contains a sequence G = G0Z3Gi::'G2=:> • ■ • =)G"_1^Gn = e of completely a-invariant closed normal subgroups such that G¡ is normal in Gí_t, then Theorem A can be proved for a by proving it for all the steps aG(_l/G( (/= 1, 2,..., n).
Subsection (ii) shows that the number of steps can be infinite.
(ii) Taking the limit. Suppose that G contains a sequence G = G0='G1=>G2=> • • • of a-invariant closed subgroups such that (~)n Gn = e. If it is known that ZÇ(Gn) has completely positive entropy for all n, then §2.2(iv) and the last sentence of §1.3 imply that Z has completely positive entropy. Thus Theorem A can be proved for a by proving it for every aG/Gn. By §3.2, each step in (i) or (ii) can be assumed to be an automorphism.
For the arbitrary group G, C will denote its connected component of the identity and Z the centre of C. Both C and Z are completely invariant under the arbitrary endomorphism a. (i) above shows that it is sufficient to prove Theorem A for aG/c, ac/z and az. The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that GjC, C¡Z and Z all contain sequences of closed normal subgroups such that the endomorphisms induced on factor groups are either elementary automorphisms or are of a type that has previously been considered. aG/c is considered first; G/C is totally disconnected. normal subgroup F1 can be found such that H0^F1^=>E1 and TZo/F, is simple. Put H1 = (~)'^<x> t"7'1. H1 is completely r-invariant and so, applying the lemma, either /To/77! is finite or tHoIHi is a Bernoulli group automorphism.
HxlHx n Ex is finite and so there exists a closed normal subgroup F2 such that H^F^H-y n £i and i/i/T^ is simple. Put i/2 = P)™00 t"^ and apply the lemma. H2/H2 n £j is finite, etc. This process is continued to obtain H3, Hi; etc. After a finite number (r say) of steps, HT<= E± : when this happens, replace Ex by E2 ; then 77r/z7r n £2 is finite, etc., to produce Hr+1, Hr+2,....
In due course, E2 is replaced by E3 and so on. In this way, a sequence H0, Hu... is produced satisfying the requirements of the theorem.
This theorem gives a breakdown of <rG/c into a sequence of elementary automorphisms as required. Next, aclz is considered; C/Z is a connected group with a trivial centre (see Appendix B).
3.6. Connected groups with trivial centres.
Theorem (Juzvinskii [1, §4.1, see Appendix B]). If A is an automorphism of a compact separable connected group with a trivial centre, then t = t, (g> t2, where t, is a Bernoulli group automorphism and t2 is a direct product of automorphisms of semisimple Lie groups with trivial centres.
T! is an elementary automorphism and so can be taken as the first step. t2 is broken down into its summands. Each summand, being an automorphism of a semisimple Lie group, becomes a finite direct product of automorphisms of simple Lie groups (i.e. a direct product of elementary automorphisms) on being raised to some power (this is legitimate by §3.3). So the theorem gives an adequate breakdown of ac/z for Theorem A for ctc/z to follow from proofs for elementary automorphisms.
Finally, az is considered.
3.7. Abelian groups. Definition. A (discrete) abelian group Y is said to be finitely generated with respect to an endomorphism p of Y if every element of Y can be expressed in the form YlPlip) + Y2P2Íp)+ ■ ■ ■ +YnPnip) ip operating on the right), where yu y2}.. .,y" are fixed elements of Y and Pi>P2> ■ ■ -iPn are polynomials with integer coefficients.
First of all, an endomorphism p of an abelian group H whose dual group T is finitely generated with respect to the adjoint endomorphism (also denoted by p but written on the right) is considered. It will be shown now that this property is preserved under reduction to invertible transformation and group automorphism ( §3.2). This process involves factoring H by a subgroup. In the dual situation, this will mean that p is to be restricted to some subgroup Q. of Y. The following lemma gives what is required.
Lemma (Rohlin [2, §3.4, see Appendix C.l])
. If an abelian group T is finitely generated with respect to an endomorphism p and Q. is a p-invariant subgroup, then Cl is finitely generated with respect to the restriction of p to Ü.
The following theorem gives a breakdown of p"1 into elementary automorphisms (p is assumed to be an automorphism and so can be replaced by p'1 ( §3.3)).
Theorem (Rohlin [2, §4.2, see Appendix C.2]). If p is an automorphism of an abelian group H whose dual group F is finitely generated with respect to />, then H contains a sequence H=H0^>H1^>H2=> ■ ■ ■ of closed subgroups such that P)n Hn = e, P " 1//" c Hn and H¡Hn is the direct sum of a finite group and a finite-dimensional torus.
Each pHiHn in this theorem is a direct product of elementary automorphisms and so Theorem A for an automorphism satisfying the conditions of the theorem will follow from the proofs for elementary automorphisms on "taking the limit" ( §3.4). Now a general endomorphism t of an abelian group F is considered.
Theorem (Rohlin [2, §4.3, see Appendix C.3]). If t is an endomorphism of a compact separable abelian group F, then F contains a sequence F= F0 => Fx => F2 => • • • of T-invariant closed subgroups such that [~\nFn = e and the dual group of F¡Fn is finitely generated with respect to rFIFn for every n.
This theorem implies that az can be expressed as the limit of a sequence of factorendomorphisms each one of which satisfies the conditions of the preceding theorem (after reduction to automorphism). The above remarks show how Theorem A follows for such automorphisms. So Theorem A for az will follow on " taking the limit" ( §3.4).
Proof of Theorem A for elementary automorphisms.
Z is assumed to be invertible and a to be a group automorphism ( §3.2) throughout this section.
Theorem. If T satisfies the conditions of Theorem A with G acting ergodically on M, then either (i) M is trivial, or
(ii) Z has Lebesgue spectrum in the orthogonal complement of the invariant subspace of constant functions.
Proof. Representation theory is used; the terminology of [9, Chapter 1] is employed : the compactness of G implies that the representation U induced on L2(M) by G-action is directly decomposable into a direct sum of primary representations, i.e. L2(A/) = 2 Hi, where U restricted to //¡ can be represented as XtUt, where U¡ is an irreducible unitary representation which is unique to within equivalence and A¡ is its multiplicity (possibly infinite at this stage). This decomposition is unique and //, is orthogonal to H¡ for /'#/' (£/, is not equivalent to U¡ for ij^j). It will be convenient to write H(Ut) for H¡. (EAg-'xlEAg-'x)) = (U^E^x), U^EiAx)) = (£iy(x), £ifc(x)),
i.e. the scalar product is a measurable function which is invariant under G-action.
The ergodicity of the latter implies that the scalar product is constant a.e.
But iEtj, Eik) dp. = iemëikl+ ■ ■ ■ +eiinëikn) dp = 0 if/ # k,
Hence the £¡/s are orthogonal a.e. As there cannot be more than « orthogonal vectors at a point, A¡ ^ n. Under G-action, the composition of Etj with /behaves as follows:
EvTig-^x) = E^oig-^Tx) = Ui(ag)EiiT(x).
So the functions eniT,..., eiA[n/are in HiU^). If C/¡<7m were equivalent to U( for some m and some zVO (i/0 denotes the constant representation throughout), then H(Uf) + H(Uicr)-\-h-H^iO™-1) would be a finite-dimensional subspace of L2(M) which remains invariant under /; / would then have a nonconstant eigenfunction contradicting the assumption of continuous spectrum.
Thus either (i) U=U0 implying that M is trivial or
(ii) Ui<jm is not equivalent to l/t (zVO) for any m, in which case, basis elements {/,/} can be chosen in L2(M) such that/i>;/=/u+1, i.e. /has Lebesgue spectrum in the complement of H(U0).
4.2. Proof of Theorem A for a finite group G. Any automorphism a is periodic in this case. So ir(T) is G-invariant ( §2.4) and it can be assumed that tt(T) = e (G acts ergodically: §2.5). Theorem 3.1 is applied: [/¡a"1 must be equivalent to Ut for some m for all i and so M must be trivial, completing the proof.
Proof of Theorem A for a an automorphism of a finite-dimensional torus G.
a is periodic on the roots of the identity and these are dense in G. So, as in the previous proof, rr(T) is G-invariant and it can be assumed that 7r(Z) = e (G acts ergodically on M). Theorem 3.1 is applied: if (i) applies, the proof is complete and so it is assumed that (ii) applies, i.e. £/?= U0 and £/¡am is not equivalent to U¡ for any m for all z'==0. As G is abelian, all the irreducible representations are one dimensional and so it follows that all the //¡'s in the proof of Theorem 3.1 are one dimensional. A vector e( of unit modulus is chosen from each H¡ to form an orthonormal basis for L2(M). The G-invariance of the C1 scalar product implies that |et(x)| = 1. Thus for e¡ and e¡, e^ëj is also in L2(M) and e.ë/g-1*) = U^U^-e^x) (regarding the i/j's simply as complex valued functions on G). So the £/¡'s form a group B (under pointwise multiplication) and e^t¡ is in 7/([/,t/y). B is a subgroup of the dual of G and so is the dual of some torus G///, where H is a completely oinvariant closed subgroup. B is a free group on a finite number of generators, Ult U2,..., Un say. By §1.5, aGIH can be represented as a matrix A={alj}: UiA = Ufa-Ufa.í/>, i = 1,2,...,«.
AseiZisin/Ztt/^), e¿T= meiu.efpi.efr', i= \,...,n, where the /¿¡'s are constants of unit modulus depending only on the choice of the e¡'s. It is shown now that the /x¡'s can be removed. For a set of constants Al5 A2,..., A" of unit modulus,/ is put equal to A¡e¡ and substituted into the last setof equations: Ai/Z=fx1Aîi«-A^<.tfrffi'fi*'./""»;. By §1.5,^ is ergodic and det (A-/)^0 and so the equations Xi = p.iX^n-Agai.A£»< have a solution Xt = at (take log's). For this choice of the A('s, W-fti-ff«./>, i=\,...,n.
Let F be the group generated by these /'s ; the elements of F constitute a complete orthonormal basis for L2(M). The map W: F^ B taking/ to <7¡ is a group isomorphism satisfying W(fiT) = (Wfi)A. Extending first to finite linear combinations and then passing to the limit, W becomes a multiplicative isometry between L\M) and L2(G/H). The following diagram commutes: This contradicts the assumption n(T) = e unless e = v. So M must be trivial.
Proof of Theorem
A for o an automorphism of a simple Lie group G. For a simple Lie group, the subgroup of inner automorphisms is of finite index in the group of all automorphisms [8, p. 193] . So, by replacing / and a by T" and an if necessary, it can be assumed that a is an inner automorphism: <*iy)=gyg~1 for some element g in G. Putting T'=g~xT, T=gT' = T'g. Let A' be the closed abelian subgroup of G generated by g; K is completely cr-invariant. G-action commutes with /' and Abaction commutes with / so that 7r(7") is G-invariant and -n(T) is .rv-invariant by §2.4. Clearly ZÇ(i:) = Z«jo-It is shown that T' has completely positive entropy, from which it will follow that ZC'(K) and 7KK) have. As in the previous proofs, it is assumed that-zr(Z') = s. Theorem 3.1 is applied: as a is an inner automorphism, [/¡u is equivalent to U¡ for all i and so (i) applies showing that ir(T')=v.
M can be considered now as a TT-space : Z a^-commutes with Abaction on M and TaK) has completely positive entropy. Completion of the proof depends on a proof of Theorem A for the automorphism <jk of the abelian group K; such automorphisms will be dealt with separately in the next section.
4.5. Proof of Theorem A for a a Bernoulli group automorphism ofG. <j is easily seen to be densely periodic and so zr(Z) is G-invariant and, as before, it is assumed that tt(T)=e and i(G)=v. Similarly £(#") = " for n= -1, -2,.... Hence t-V«-*-ïtPU ( §2-2(iv)) is equal to v and the proof of Theorem A is complete.
5. Applications of Theorem A.
5.1. Group endomorphisms. If M is put equal to the group G and Zto a, then Theorem A states : a weakly mixing group endomorphism has completely positive entropy. An ergodic group endomorphism is known to be mixing ([4, p. 54] and [10, §6] ) and so it follows that an ergodic group endomorphism of a compact separable group has completely positive entropy. This is Juzvinskifs result [1] mentioned in the introduction.
Theorem A can be applied to affine transformations in a similar sort of way to give: a weakly mixing affine group transformation has completely positive entropy.
R.K.THOMAS
[October 5.2. Skew-products. More generally, Theorem A can be applied to the following type of skew-product transformation : M is taken to be a direct product of an arbitrary Lebesgue space (X, "tf, v) and a compact separable group G with Borel sets and Haar measure m (the latter is also a Lebesgue space; v(X) = m(G) = 1); / is given by Z(x, y) = (Sx, o(y)q>(x)), where 5 is a measure-preserving transformation of X and <p is a measurable map from X to G; Z will be said to be a skew-product transformation with base 5 and fibres of type a (a being a group endomorphism of G). G-action is given by g(x, y) = (x, gy) and so Tg = ogT, i.e. Za-commutes with G-action. ZC(G) is isomorphic to S, and so if Zis weakly mixing and S has completely positive entropy, then Theorem A implies that Z has completely positive entropy.
5.3. Nilmanifolds. Suppose that T' is a group automorphism of a connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie group N(lower central series: N=N0^>N1=>N2 => • • ■^Nk^1^Nk=e) which takes a uniform discrete subgroup D onto itself; the (left) coset space NjD is a compact manifold known as a nilmanifold. Z' induces a measure-preserving transformation Z on N/D known as an "automorphism". This type of transformation has been studied by W. Parry [7] who proved that an ergodic automorphism of a nilmanifold has completely positive entropy. This can be done as follows. Lemma [1, §3.3] . If C is a compact connected separable group and Z is its centre, then the factor group C/Z is the direct product of algebraically simple Lie groups. In particular, C/Z has trivial centre.
Proof. André Weil in L'intégration dans les groupes topologiques et ses applications proved that C is of the form (-4 ® B)/N, where A is a connected abelian group isomorphic to a subgroup of Z, B is a direct product of simple Lie groups and A is a subgroup of the centre of A g> B. The centre of a direct product is the direct product of the centres of the factors and so Z=L4 ® Z')/N, where Z' is the centre of B. So C/Z is isomorphic to L4 <g> B)/(A ®Z') which is isomorphic to B/Z'. A compact simple Lie group, when factored by its centre, is algebraically simple and so B/Z' is a direct product of such groups. Note that separability implies that the direct product is countable.
Note. It is well known in algebra that if a group is the direct product of two nonabelian simple groups, then the only nontrivial normal subgroups are the two factors.
Theorem [1, §4.1]. If t is an automorphism of a compact separable group G whose centre is trivial, then t=t1® t2, where rt is a Bernoulli group automorphism of Gj and t2 is a direct product of automorphisms of r-invariant semisimple Lie groups; G = G, (g) G2.
Proof. By the lemma, G is a countable direct product of algebraically simple Lie groups : G = £g)n Ln. Let p¡ denote the projection of G onto Lt and pu the projection onto L¡ (g> Lj. Consider rLy ; this must be a simple normal subgroup of G. Pi(rLy) can only be e or L¡. For some a, pa(TLy) must equal La. Suppose also that pbirLy) =Lb. Then paAjEy) is a normal subgroup of La ® /" and so must equal La <g> Lb (by the note) contradicting the simplicity of rLy. So t can only permute the Lfs.
G has been shown to be the direct product of Lt cycles (under t) : Gy is put equal to the direct product of all the infinite cycles and G2 to the direct product of all the finite cycles. The group of states for tj is taken to be the direct product of a simple factor from each infinite cycle.
Appendix C (Rohlin's results on abelian groups).
Corollary
1 [2, §3.4] . 7/a« abelian group Y is finitely generated with respect to an endomorphism p and Q. is a p-invariant subgroup, then Q. is finitely generated with respect to p restricted to Í2.
